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We help people create better enterprises.

INTERSECTION GROUP



Intersection Group is a Non Profit Association

Community
and Events

Events for a global 
community of thinkers 

and practitioners

EDGY: a language for 
Enterprise Design

An open source language 
to tackle key enterprise 
challenges by design

Learning and
Publications

Books, certified courses 
and digital tools delivered 

with our partners





What are we really talking about?





I come from 
Fiumicino near 
Rome in Italy. 

What about other mental models?



We all start from the same model!



Can we create a shared map of our enterprise?



Find a value flow



“Start with why”

Simon Sinek



Your enterprise on a napkin



Enterprise 
Design
Facets

Identity Architecture

Experience

Why do we exist, 
who are we, what 

matters to us? 

How are we 
operating and what 
are we capable of 
achieving? 

What is our role 
in people’s lives?



Your enterprise on a napkin



Milky Way base map



A reason why an enterprise 
exists and what people 
pursue and believe in.

      Purpose



      Purpose



Milky Way base map
Purpose



What people want to 
achieve and get done 
(with our help).

      Task

Visit a loved one



      Task board



Milky Way base map
Purpose
Tasks



What we are able to do by 
orchestrating people and 
assets.

      Capability

Track Maintenance





Milky Way base map
Purpose
Capabilities
Tasks



What is a map?

Simon Wardley



Milky Way base map

Understand more about a 
capability and its relations
to other capabilities.

Find the position on the map.

1. What do you need 
to perform your task? 

2. What happens before?

3. What happens after?



Milky Way base configuration and geographical dimensions

Investors
Suppliers

Prospects Customers

Operations

Strategy

Making and sourcing Delivery and learning

Identity
Why do we exist, who are 
we, what matters to us? 

Architecture
How are we operating and 
what are we capable of 
achieving? 

Experience
What is our role in 
people’s lives?

Outside

Inside



Experience Focus
Milky Way



Adding IT Assets



Adding key 
IT Integrations



Tracing a process 
and applications



Product Delivery



Overlaying
Organisation



Overlaying
Budget



Example Application at Scania









Customers / Users

Making them visible

See their perspective & 
experience 

Think of them as we 
design

Sense make the outside & 
in dynamic



Find new ways of working in a time of change

New ways of collaborating 
will impact the portfolios 
and the decision making in 
the Product/Service 
Development

Ambition to offer new 
Product/Service to the 
market

Will require new forms of 
co delivering the Products 
& Services 

Will require new forms of 
co supporting the 
Customers when using the 
the Products & Services 



Find new ways of working



The flow of Value Creation 
- you don’t need a map if you stay where/as you are 

There is more than one backlog. 
Depending on capability area, 
product connection, etc the items 
on the backlog is assigned to the 
relevant teams 

The teams work with 
the changes and 
deliver as often as 
possible to the 
users/customers to 
generate both value 
and feedback



Are you ready for the Milky Way 
view of your enterprise?

Identity Architect
ure

Experien
ce



enterprisedesignpatterns.com

Patterns
Journey to impact
Behaviour patterns
Practice patterns
Creations patterns

https://enterprisedesignpatterns.com/




https://intersection.group/events/?archive=false

Intersection 24
September 18-20 in Rome

https://intersection.group/events/?archive=false


We help people create better enterprises.

INTERSECTION GROUP

www.intersection.group
www.enterprise.design
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